
Walking The Perp

The bad teacher purging process – especially in those schools known to historically 
accommodate the most notable number of culture-protective non-White teachers – had grown 
into a process not only willing to tolerate, but to viciously propagate the personally devastating 
act of an employee criminalization. 

“Tell them.”  
Poignantly expressed, these words were knowingly voiced by a woman who, along with 

the larger percent of non-White teachers employed inside her predominantly minority building, 
had been forced through a public expulsion.  Due to yet another mandate of a highly publicized 
“compassion?”  

Very publicly – and very humiliatingly – she and her peers had been very aggressively 
swept out.* 

“Tell them,” she now solicited the members of the anti-school-reform group where she 
had become a regular member: “Tell them how they use cops.  Tell them how they make their 
teacher removals into a shameful production; tell them how they force teachers to be walked like 
criminals out of their own buildings.  Teachers who haven’t done anything.  Tell them how they 
call in the police and security guards; tell them how they bully teachers and make them leave in 
criminalizing perp walks.”

Perp walks.  Generating an overt display of the villain.  
Publicly and antagonistically?
Walking the perpetrator out. 
Using security staff, in-house police officers, guards sent from downtown offices, any and 

all now necessarily available, in über-modern days, for the unmistakably public walking of the 
unsuspecting and often out-of-the-blue-contacted bad teacher (a teacher whose most offensive 
“crime” in days of a no-excuses liability was likely to be only the untenable habit of expressing 
opinions while employed inside a low-scoring school) clearly and overtly out.  

Keys publicly confiscated.
District email access abruptly denied.  
Contact with building staff, students and parents belligerently forbidden.  
Physical presence on, or even near, the school property barred.
Continued employment by the district?
Banned. 
All as minatory illustration to those employees still remaining, especially those teachers 

young enough and inexperienced enough to know no other form of a public school management, 
that problematically unwanted employees?  Oh my; unwanted employees like these were no 
longer worthy of any old-days’ notion which had called for honor and respect, but – being, now, 
the nationally-recognized and even Presidentially-pinpointed bad?  

Teachers like these (oh, my; school test scores proved it; accountability reform supported 
it) were divisively negative 

Morally questionable.
Fraudulently suspect.
And.  
Oh, well – undoubtedly:
Criminally corrupt.  



Teachers who, although they had done nothing even slightly illegal; whose misdeed in 
most cases had simply been the effort to protect a hard-earned professional status (and thereby a 
consequently attached student interest) – could, through those processes now attached to 
marginally honored laws of evaluation, be abruptly and overtly displayed as the bad teachers 
who, in the name of a national accountability no longer willing to hold even minimal tolerance 
for resistance?
	
 Required an assertively dramatic – and unmistakable public – removal.†

*Although it is difficult to acquire true-life statistics from reform-fanatic districts, with a little effort it can be found 
that over the past decade our nation’s employment of non-White teachers has fallen dramatically. (And, even as 
teacher-training/teacher-college programs argue that they have been soliciting an added number of non-White 
participants; even as corporate-backed every-student-deserves-a-great-teacher television commercials illustrate this 
idea by placing young, non-White teachers at the front of wondrously multi-racial “choice” school classrooms – 
well, after being recruited into our nation’s poorest and most often largely non-White schools, as a result of the 
never-ending blame and harassment brought to these very same schools by relentlessly shifting test-score invasions, 
few of these teachers actually stay standing there, at the front of these classrooms, for long.  Teacher turnover inside 
our lowest-income schools has, in fact, become more overwhelmingly recongized each year.)

†While studies point to the fact that in years before the instigation of NCLB an average public educator experience 
landed somewhere between fifteen and twenty years and that, in modern days, in a growing number of cities/states 
this now compares to an average of less than five years (some locale-specific studies suggesting only one to two 
years as the new modern-day norm) – researchers argue that unhappy teachers are “leaving” the profession in 
droves.  And thus miss the fact, or simply choose not to publicize it, that a significant number of these teachers have 
been very viciously and often illegally forced out of the system. 


